Global society is currently challenged with the digital and green transitions at the same time. Ship control plays an important role in both. The green transition leads to increasingly complex ship power systems that can be optimised in design and operation using advanced controls. The digital transition leads to opportunities to support crews with new technologies such as AI driven decision support and virtual and extended reality. This can ultimately lead to autonomous crewless operations at sea. As complexity advances and computing power does not come for free, development should be focused on the ship’s crew or operators, on board or ashore. We are therefore very thrilled to announce our theme for the international Ship Control Systems Symposium (iSCSS) 2024: Sustainable, human centric and resilient control.

We are very excited to return to the United Kingdom and organise our next edition in Liverpool, with its extensive maritime heritage. We are aiming for a diverse attendance from naval and commercial industry, academia, research institutes and government. Moreover, we are specifically looking for original and inspiring contribution from young professionals to compete for the Sir Donald Gosling award. With this diverse attendance, we can attack the societal challenges for future shipping from all angles and provide unique opportunities to foster new collaborations.

**SYMPOSIUM CALL FOR PAPERS**

**iSCSS KEY POINTS**
- State of art research and development from Academia and Industry
- Excellent facilities at the The Spine, Royal College of Physicians, Liverpool, UK
- International audience from 25 countries across three continents
- CPD-approved by the IMarEST
- Awards for best entry from those 35 years old or younger

**iSCSS 2024 is THE event to debate the human role in ship control with decision makers, industry and researchers**

Cdr (E) dr. ir. Rinze Geertsma
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SUBMISSION PROCESS
The Technical Advisory Committee encourages synopses from all areas of industry, academia, and government. Prospective authors are invited to submit titles, keywords, and synopses of between 250 and 500 words, with text only to the INEC & iSCSS 2024 Technical Advisory Committee. The synopsis should introduce the topic and its relevance, the proposed method or approach to be discussed in the paper and the expected results and (direction of the) conclusions. Successful authors will be asked to develop their abstract and submit a full technical paper of up to 4000 words. All papers will be reviewed based on technical quality, relevance, and their potential for generating interest and discussion and published in the Scopus indexed conference proceedings. Authors may be invited to publish an extended article to the naval engineering and ship control special editions of the Journal of Marine Engineering and Technology after the Conference.

SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION
With typically over 300 international attendees from across the naval and maritime enterprise, INEC and iSCSS provide a compelling platform to promote your company and products. The exhibition is at the heart of the conference throughout the 3 days with plenty of opportunity to network with potential decision makers from government and business contacts. The conference also attracts a wider audience through the website, promotional material, and online content posted during the event. Please contact:
TOLA ONASANYA
Think Publishing
Phone: +44 (0)20 3771 7187
Email: tola.onasanya@thinkpublishing.co.uk

For further information on iSCSS and INEC: www.imarest.org/inec
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KEY DATES

Abstract submission 22 January 2024
Notification to successful authors 7 March 2024
Receipt of full technical paper 13 May 2024
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